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JUREMA: BLACK-INDIGENOUS DRA.MA AND
REPRESENTATlONS'
(Ji:tt"io~

Novacs

Oft

!\'1(;lnl

Jose Flsvio Pessc.i lk jj,mo,;"

Diverse systems of belief and curing stilt survive in }L;uii, having
originated in the cultures that integrated the Brazilian social Iorrnauou In this
paper, we focus Oil the African and iwligc.ivus Brazilian coruriouuons,
represented in what we call the Iurerna complexeua
in the ritualsintegrated
within it, which arc the indigenous Ouricuri ah(1 the [esta.de Caboclo of the
Afro-Brazilian tradition.
We define the Jurema complex as a group of represcruauons tha( not
only include plants named Jurema but also the conceptions existing around
them. This complex is a demonstration of the Afro-Indigenous mixture in
Brazil and of the exchange among them in terms of their systems oJ be lief anu
healing.systems
of. botanical classification, representations and epistemology.
The rituals of Ouricuri and testa do Caboclo are special momC>1IS when
there is a celebration of the personalities responsible for the healillg cvcn e,
and for the daily csiaolishmeru of relations between the world of ordinary uno
extraordinary routines. The personalities that appear under Lht' name of
Ju(cma
not only they, but all of those who appear in Jurerna's name " link
two instances. the Western biomedical system and the traditional Alro-indiC

genous medicine.

The social drama that is established in these rituals revolves uuuulv
around rile concepts about me world and what health means and, consequently,
around the healing of a group as a whole, since individual health only exists
within the social cosmos ol which the individual is a part.
From our point of' view, plants and pcrsonaluics exist as centers of
attention for the healing systems because they relate to the tact that the
vegetal life bone

of the most obvious segments oi any kind of culture, be it

primitive or developed, ancient or modern (ct. Forsberg, 1(60). Therefore. it
is essential that an approach that Intends to understand certain cultures 10 J
more efficient way - mainlyrn what pertains to health and healing - call
further a study about the vegetal species belonging to the researched social

This puper was. originally presented in Portuguese at the FmH luteruational
Congress
Ethnobiology, ill Beleru. Clarice Novae da Mota Is responsible fur illt: En~hsh version:

I
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universe and which are integrated into the world view of the groups under.
focus. Here we are concentrating
on the uses of Jurema in its multiple
classifications, as Jurema integrates. the scenery ofcamingas
and forests,
spreadingthroughout.allthe
Brazilian territory. We shall focus on its symbolic
mcanirrgand forms. of representation
for a colonized indigenous group - the
Kartri-Shoko of Alagoas - and for members of Afro-Brazilian cults, mainly in
those known as Candomble de Cabocloand Candomble de Angola .
. METHODOLOGY
The discussion we nowstart
results from research already done by the
authors on Brazilianmedicinal/magical
plants and their use in specific cultural
contexts. Participant-observation
took place among the Kariri-Snoko of Potto
Real do Colegio, Alagoas, and in the houses of Candomble de Angola at the
metropolitan region of Rio de Janeiro and itsperipncry,'
Our theoretical
proposal
is partially
based on 1M methodology
established by Victor turner
(1971) who stresses three levels in the understanding of the symbolic question: the native exegesis, the operational level
which intends to carefully describe the ritual and last the positional, where
the two former levels are compared and analyzed.
In our case, we intend to verify, in the latter level, how the symbols are
articulated as instrumental or dominant (focal), according to the same author's
original analytical proposal.
hi order to make the text more amenable to reading and considering
. tilt: complexity and richness of the obtained information, we opted for putting
the native exegesis in the operational
and positional levels where it appears in
quotation marks. Using this methodology,
we want to give relevance to the
healing question within a symbolic and ritualistic complex.
There are thus several levels of analysis,
as we arc engaging in all
interdisciplinary.debate, since we arc linking the symbolic aspect particular to
Social Anthropology to the examination
of folk and biological classifications
and the pharmacological
study of the active principles found in the studied
species. TIle knowledge of nature that permeates
the life-of adepts of these
systems of belief and representation
was one of the central aspects that made
possible the relationship
existing between identity and healing. We foundindispensable to reconciliate
two forms of knowledge:
the empiricism
of
communities in intimate contact with nature and the academic knowledge of
Western societies, as it was predicated by Pelt (1983).

) Vegetal species observed

in the ritualistic

contexts

were collected

and identified,

gild

were

deposited in the herbarium of the Slate University of Rio de Janeiro, and the Botany Department
oi the University of Texas at Austin,

-
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As Ngokwey pointed out (1988), there are in Brazil a plurality of medical

systernst.being used simultaneously, although their users report to their own
specific belief systems, without apparcm contradiction in such practices.
Following this line of analysis, we are approaching
example of medical plurality.

the Jurema complex as an

THE CELEBRATION OF HEALING
In the Ouricuri as in the festos de Caboclo, members of a community defined ascommunity
not in genetic terms, but territorial, affectionate and
spiritual =get together to celebrate their own existence as such, that is to say,
the continuity of their daily experience which is represented in the symbols that
emerge in these rituals.
The festivities legitimate and consolidate the community as it celebrates
its cycle of life and death, within which the heating event is dichotomized ill
the physical and spiritual.levels. The healing can be seen as drama, since it is
celebrated through chanting and dances in praise of Jurema.
Maintaining a language the communities have considered as traditional
and secret has been a fundamental factor for the continuity of the groups'
belief systems and for their own cultural and physical survival. However, sling
or spoken texts transmit a body of meanings that are determined by .thcir
insertion in the different rituals, reproducing the memory and the socral
dynamics, reinforcurg and integrating the basic values of these groups through
the dramatization of myths. In this way, they relive their own history, give
meaning and organize their existence in a paradigmatic way.
The Ouricuri
Among the KaririJurema
is a creativedivinity who has appeared, in the
mythical past, tcachirrg one of original women how to prepare a special drink.
Such drink would allow people to have beautiful visions and knowledge of the
world for which they were being initiated, Taken from the roots of a tree since
then known as Jurerna, this drink can only beprepated
by people who have
the secret knowledge of the sacred words, i.e. the words that wake up the
latent power of the plant.
Francisco Suira, the Karirl-Shoko shaman, told usthe stop; of the tribal
mythical origin: a father, his son and daughter-in-law (who were whites), plus
six people of Indian blood, were taken to the woods as a consequence of
droughts, They stayed a long time ill the woods, eating game and wild fruits
until Jurema appeared to them and gave them a medicine to drink. An In-ltan
woman made the medicine from a tree that Jurema showed to them and gave

• When we refer 10 medical systems we agree with Scrimshaw and Hurtado as thev conceive of a
medical system. a;j "(a) a set of' cultural beliefs about healthand
illness that forms the b.Isis Io:
healtlr-seexing behavior and. b) the institutional arrangements within which the behavior occurs"
(1987:4).
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. the medicine

to a cousin, 10 her father-in-law,
a female cousin and this
ccusin'sfarhcr-in-law.
All got drunk and had sex (matrimoniaramy. TIle woman
who made the drink had. sex with her (parallel) cousin and they had ahoy.

That was the. beginning of the tribes. Since the woman didn't know how 10
make the medicine appropriately she got drunk and committed incest. She ar..tj
her cousin started their family in the forest. From that family came the people
who started the villages in the region, as well as all the other indigenous tribes
or the world: The original incestuous family stayed in the forest which today
is the Ouricuri and the ancestral Kariri Village.
The Kariri believe that theygot
drunk with the original Jur erna drink
because the woman who prepared it didn't learn how to make it appropriately.
Later in the mythical slOr)', Jurcma teaches the tribal priest how to prepare
the sacred drink. Since then, women have been prohibited from preparing the
drink so that those who drink it don't get intoxicated or crazy. What happens
i~ that they become capable of seeing their ancestors, of hearing Jurerna's
ordcrs thcv have to obey and of having premonitionsthroughtheir
dreams. AJI
of that turns tneir survivat asa
group into a possibility.
Dreams, visions,
discourse, all arc part of Jurema's enchantment:
a magic that takes. them not
only to the past .but to the futurc,unitying
generations of Karlrithrough
their
oracle, When they take the Jurenta wine, they are searching for the meaning
of their lives and of what it means to be a Kariri. From the start, therefore,
there is a commitment
between the Kariri and the Jurema as the latter
tc.rches them how. to live through a secret and sacred discourse. They learn
through the obedience of Jurerna's designs, becoming capable of coexisting with
istt.outside world which is chaotic and hostile.
One of the facts tobe noticed and analyzed is that a family of white
people appears-in the present myth, while. Blacks arc not represented. There
is all interaction with the whiles who, nevertheless,
don't take part ill the
preparation nor of the ingestion of Jurema, In this way, they are placed apart,
tr.un the beginning, not par ticipating in the formation of theindigenous
world
l(l which, according
to the Indians, they do 1'I0t. have access to, As in the myth.
\\ hires are still spectators, as they arc called cabe~a seca or people who have
111,rhilig inside their heads. Generically
seen as oppressors,
they are outside of
llhiigcnous rituallife, where. power and self-sufficiency depend on distance and
,"llation from the dominant
social class, i.e. whites. Blacks however, even
liiltsidc the myth or maybe for this very reason, are considered
ascapable
of
understanding and apprehending
the indigenous world view, like gypsies and
lither Indians also are.
.
The drink is then prepared by one of the older Or wiser men of. the
tribe, who belongs to the higher stratum of the tribal hierarchy, He takes
pieces of the roots from. the J urerna tree localized inside the sacred forest,
\\)l1lh j, the Ouricuri,
protected as it is from strange people and evil £)'e. The
lither Jurcrna trees outside the Ouricuri cannot be used to make the wine,
bcclt.;'c they are not within the hidden,
protected
and therefore
sacred
trrriuiry. To maintain all the strength of the. enclianted .. the Jurcma deity IIiL·\lh·mljllrclIl(l
or juremeiro cannot be at everyone's reach, mainly those who
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do not belong to the tribe. When the sorcerer's helper cuts the Jurerna roots
and prepares the wine, he is under the sexual taboo restrictions that antedate
any work .considered sacred and secret. He is not isolated, as he cooks the
Jurcma roots inhis own home, but the clay pOI has to be a new one and the
water where Jurcma is cooked has to be fresh from a clear spring in the
forest.The roots are boiled for a long time until the potion becomes dark am!
·thick. It shouldnot be fermented. After the long cooking lime, it has io coo!
and then it cart be drunk. In this way, tile wine that the Indians are going to
drink is different from that being prepared at the Afro-Brazihan cults known
as Shangos and Catimbos, since the Indian Iurema is not mixed with any other
substance, while t.l1atof the others includes sugar, cinnamon and outer spices.
TheKarirl believe that a person who does not belong to the tribe will
go crazy if they drink it, unless it is mixed with sugar, since the Jurerna wine
is toe suong in its pure state. Suira.told us that "Indian medicineis not like
·ether people's medicine. Jurema's medicine is even stronger than We others
and only the Indian can.standIt'vHe
adds that tlf she (the Jurcma) gets you,
she shows you everything: heaven, earth, gold and sliver", BUI she only "gclS'
those who participate in the Ouricuri and were thus initiated in tile tribal
knowledge and who have the right to be known M Karirt. Those can become
jurcmod()s because they are Jurema's legitinwh' children and tltey can f~() 10
her in the sacred jurema or juremeiro - the baixo da Iurenui, much sung in the
(ores, the chants anddances .ot the Ouricuri ritual.
This sacred place is located within the Ouricuri woods wilcreoniy
initiated males can gc, outside the central circle clearing of the ceremonial
village where ine women'S houses are. Toe tree from which the medicine is
taken islrfimosayerrucos,IBenth.
It can be seen and iouchedonly by SOme
members of the. tribe, and by 110 other persons. Near the tree-Is the altar
where (he sacred objects, which are part of the tribal secret, are placed. These
objects cannot be seen by non-members either. but we ~uppose that among
them is (he katuka (pipe) in which the badze (sacredtobacco)
is smoked, plus
the m;71'aca(gourd filled with little stones,with
a handle) that the shaman
plays to begin the tore dances.
.
Tile ceremonial villageoccupied
only during the rituals, IS thusdividcc
in spaces appropriated for the different tribal members: women -and children
inhabit the rooms around the major clearlng, where men Slay only during the
day. Apart from the this circle is the male house, where females cannotenter.
It is near the. mille house that the altar is located as well as other trees also
considered as ~;acrcd,such as the Juazeiro (Ziz>phus joazeiro Mart. jand tnc
Kauna (not luentified). Three Angico trees (pitade1lia sp. ),also perceived as
trees of great science or of great prestige,sfgnal the places from and into the
major dearing, which are considered as the places of greater danger and in
need of protection from tribal enemies.isuch as whites.
Tlre Kariri-Shcko
shaman is the main priest. His helpers are also
consideredas masters, but Within a hierarchy that relates them throtigh power
artd knowledge. Women can attain knowledgetor healing and participate in the
preparations for iheOuncliri works. However, women cannot have me same
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prestige

and status as the shaman and his male helpers. Female healers cannot
as they are limited to praying clients who go to their homes in
search of their healing powers. Female healing can take place only after the
healers
receive. the blessing
and approval from the shaman
at the royal
medicine table (mesa reall
.In the works of Antunes (1973), Maynard de Araujo (1961) and rim(,
(1956). among others. there are descriptions
of the works in the Ouricuri, of
tile dances and songs of participants
in the Iurema cult. These cances also
take place among other. indigenous
groups such as the Fulnio, and among
non-Indians who maintain the native traditions of the region but in sincretism
with the Afro-Brazilian
and Catholic European practices, such as the Catimbo.
Likewise, among the Karirl-Shoko such sincretisrn.exists, being revealed mainly
, in the {ore songs and in the images of saints found in the Indian homes, where
the images of Fattier Cicero, the Virgin Mary and Preto-velhos' predominate.
.
Another important clement which has been incorporated into regional
native practices along the Sao Francisco river is the inclusion of a drink known
as alua, made up of fermented manioc mixed with honey and the bark of the
Mimosa verrucosa, the Bonomi (not identified) and the Gravaia (Brometia
karmas Linn.). A drink of the same name, without the three last ilCfilS,is
described by Ficalho(1947) at the end of the 19th century in Angola,Aftic.a.
it is also much used in the candombles of Rio de Janeiro and Salvador, where
the manioc is substituted by corn or other fermented foods. The impcnant
thing is the fermentation, the inclusion of a sweetener in all the preparations
so that. it becomes a preparatory
drink for those who are going to take pan
in the works.
The tores, dances considered as sacred even when outside of the secret
ritual event, arc danced in the form of two concentric circles. Men are placed
in the inner circle.xlressed
in straw skins, carrying bows and arrows especially
made for this representation, their chests and faces painted in white for the
protection of tlte warriors, playing flutes and carrying a maraca. Among them
is the shaman, holding a maraca and a clay pot containingall the leaves which
arc goingto he burnt so that the smoke may protect the participants.
'n1C
flutes are made Jrom a type of Mandacaru (Cereus sp.) - the [axeiro • and
are also coveted with various leaves. In the outer circle are the women, who
arc not drcsscuup for the occasion as they arc prohibited from participating
ill theenure
ritual. The shaman explained that "the tore is a dance to be
respected, a tradition, A part of it is conserved as a secret. If one reveals the
secret, the penalty is death. Not even children revealit."

be masters,

, 'mere was a Iamous exception in Colegio: Maria Matilde, the .only woman who was Ch05Ch to
rake the shaman's place. when Suira was still a child and there were no other men capable of
inheriting that position. She became known as a "woman of great powers" and a "sorcerer", but
never received the title of a master [tom her own tribe.
• Prrto-vellios are spiritual entities of Black slaves who art: now supposed to incorporate
'pirilu;;bl sessions such as those in the Candomble de Caboclo and Umbanda.

during
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The Caboclo Feasts
In the Candombles de Angola, when chants in honor of the Orishascnd,
the atabaques' are played to salute the spiritual entities known as cuboclos
who are arriving from Brazilian villages Or from Aruat1d(l, in Africa, which is
more precisely Luanda, the old capital of Angola.
It is necessary not to confuse the Candombles de Angula with the
Candombles de Caboclo described by Edson Carneiro in several of his books:
the latter's rituals arc more dense and complex, whereas tile incorporation
rituals at the former are characterized by joyful playfulness. A~ caboclos
incorporate, they salute their chitdren with a vigorous embrace and by resting
the head over their shoulders twice. The enthusiastic audience shouts: cheto
morumba chetol and oke, caboclol. The incorporated enchanted ones scream, in
between Whistles, so that these sounds iucnufy them as well as 1 ecall birds'
singing in the forests. Helpers take off the shirts that the mediums or cavakrs
de santo are wearing (in the case of men) and a piece of cloth is wrapped
around their bare chest, tied in the back. When the enchanted ones choose
women to be their mediums, the cloth (hat WaS tkd around their waste is then
wrapped around the breasts, over the white embroidered blouse (C(l!l!IJu) [hey
are wearing. Cigars and Jurema wine are then brought, the atabaques loudly
play each caboclo's songs, which tell about their names-place of origm and
attributes.
Usually the first orlshas to arrive are those of the father or mother of
saint. These crishas seldom visit their children, showing up only with
exclusivity. The situation is inverted in regard to the caboclos, who are always
incorporated after each public feast They are responsible for the immediate
resolutions revolving around the community as a whole, as they hold
consultations for the dtagnosis and healing of each particular client.
A" in the case of the orishas, an exclusive party is dedicated to the
caboclos whose importance can be. noticed by the immense care with which
it is organized. In these days of feast, the samba de caboclo is very joyful and
crowded. For the special occasion, a cabana de caboclo is built, usually .rnade
of palm leaves, preferably in a good spot of the house, 'Ow cabin is all
adorned with fruits and it must be spacious enough to contain all the caboclo's
foods. that were carefully cooked.
The party goes on all night long. At any moment, newguc.\(s may show
up, coming from the audience, being known as feather cabocios when they wear
an indigenous ritual feather headdress or as boiadeiros (cowboys) when they
hold leather whips and wear typical hats of Northeastern cowboys. From time
to time, there isapause,
needed for resting, when ritual food is served to the
audience. These foods have to be eaten with bare hands that cannot be
washed, so that the power - or ashe - that emanates from the-food is notlost.
Little by little, the enchanted ones 'foods are being served from a special place

7 Special drums lor praising the Orishas, African deiues.
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which is namedcasa

de caboclo, juremeiro, jurema and jureme, as they recall
the plant itself or the mythical place the enchanted ones came from.
.
In the Umbanda rituals where the caboclos are also adored, a casa de
caboclo is nut found as It is conceived of and present in the Candombles de
Angola. In the same way, in the latter the JurernaIeaves
arc cooked as all
infusion and fermented during a few days, together with corn and molasses.
This potion is put in a clay pot of large or medium size and left ro ferment
for three to seven days .. The top of the pot is covered with while cloth and in
some places the. pot is buried, afterwards the fermented potion is strained and
it is served at room temperature.
In some houses the coin is substituted by
pineapple, but the. purpose is the same: to produce a drink of low alcoholic
level-and
pleasant taste that will propitiate a link among humans arid the
enchtmted ones.
,
When wine is used 'it is red wine, without any additions and served in
sr,laH halves of a gourd narrtedcuite
by the caboclos and Northeastern
people.
Asa matter of fact, the wine can be present or not in the girasde caboclo in
Umbanda, but the cigar is an indispensable
element to be used in fumigations
that have as objective to eliminate the evil spirits and thus to clean the clients
or the faithful who are presen!. The adoration chants arc also very important
in (hegiras de caboclo. Jurema is a constant theme in these adorationsas
it
i, referred at times as tire mythical leaf or the place from where all the
caboclos come from, mainly Jurema, who is a Iernaleueity, the queen of all
other-deities of the same indigenous origin and who symbolizes purity, beauty
and freedom of women conceived in the natural state: lady of theforestsand
waterfalls, praised by all the other enchanted ones.
RETHINKING

JUREMA

'TIle analysis of the data presented here, which are only part of a body
of data collected by us, points out 10 the relations between identity, health and
healing. World view and the subsequent
construction
of identity mark the
cultural limits of the groups we are focusing 011. Within this socially
constructed reality are the concepts about health and illness, as well as the
crarnatizations
about the healing process.
What is being dramatized in the healing rituals is the differential identity,
which is underlined
as essential to the etiological, diagnostic and healing
processes. A.5 we have seen, there is an inter-penetration
of cultural systems
that becomes evident in the Jurema complex with the respective representations
of Blacks, Indians and.whites in the appearance
of such representationswithin
ihehealing celebrations. lIt the contexts here analyzed, one of the generational
principles of id.entity appeared as, part of a reflection based on the view. of a
generic Indian, coming from certain sectors of the national society which can
be considered as dominant ones. Through a process of cultural hegemony, the
generic Indian was appropriated
both by the rituals of Afro-Brazilian origin
and by the very descendants of indigenous groups as well, who arc attempting
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tel re-elaborate and modernize their identity, searching for the limits of their
cultural frontiers and thus entering in acounter-hegemonic
process,
In our analysis, the healing celebration stresses the sctl-valorizationof
ethnic groups that are considered as primordial in the formation of Black and
native identities which are then re-elaborated. The white element, dramatized
in the Kariri myths as marginal 10 .rhe creation of the world and therefore
. unable to understand the designs of this universe, is counterpoised to the
atflrmatton that Blacksandgypsies
are the ones capacitated to share a magical
.view of the world with the Indians. As the myth. of three races loa Malia, 1Y83)
orients the way of thinking the identity of Brazilian urban groups, where the
Cannombles de Angola are included, it is within this very myth that white
people are excluded as healers. Whites are found healing specialists only in the
Umbanda.rituals,
which is the religious complex more inclusive and.recent,
even though in the category of spirit doctors (d. Greenfield in. this VOlume),
that is, as representatives of a dominant social class and. of the official medical

power.

i

I

I

The medica) plurality of the communities presented here includes the
acceptance and use of the Western biomedical system. However, this is not
evident in the rituals of healing celebration that were exemplified in the
Jurema complex. We theorize that such exclusion happens as a result of the
. incapacity of working magic as a system of'healing. In the ollicial. medical
system, the medical doctor is respected as owner of specificknowledge which
isonly curatlvcbut
normaglc. In the native and Black perspective, for lilis
knowledge and practice to become effective it would need to gouirough the
magical rituals to which they do not have access. Consequently, the medical
doctor is able to heal only in the physical level. Since there are illnesses
caused by spirits, the M.D. is unable to cure certain illnesses. Moreover, even
those diseases which are considered as of spiritual causation need [he
magical-curative action so that the ill can fully recover.
The symbolic objects present in the healing celebrations, in the Ouricuri
as well as in the Caboclo's feast are evocations of the generic Indians and
their power that comes from the enchanted ones and is impregnated into the
things manipulated in the ritual. These arc Indian things .that arc capable of
healing.
Jurema, as plant, personality and physical spul'e, constitutes the
instrumental symbols which, in the complex of rituals, gives relevanceto the
Jarema wine, or the focal symbol. It is within the Juremacomplcx
that the
harmonlcrelatioris
between the world of humans and spirits are reestablished,
thus propitiatinghealth
10 the communiues under Jurema'sprotccrion.
The moment of ingestion of the Jurema wiltcaJiuws us to rethink the
crucial questions posed by healing dramatizations which ar~par! of the concept
of idenriry -and health. This is, therefore, the dominant symbol wtucn,
interpreting Turner, permeates and agglutinates all the system, giving relevance
to the native discourse in the ritual.
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ABSTRACT: Jurema refers 10 botanical species, to deities of the Kariri-Shoko Indians and 10
spiritual beings of Afro-Brazilian cults: to a whole cultural complex that has its roots in the contact
bet •.•.
een Slacks and Indians since the time of slavery in Brazil. The adorations of Jureina in
magical-religious
rituals are considered here 8S healing celebrations. The communities
that share
this beliefsystem heal themselves thtou'gh the. mediums who lnccrporate the several entltles s-ent
by Jurema, being protected against All evils - social, physical and spiritual - through the
dramatization of the healing events. The paper also discusses the representations
of Jurerna 85
attempts to aCfirma vanishing ethnic identity and personal ties with the ancestral world of spiritual.
beings.

KI~Y WORDS: .Social drama, Healing Celebration,
u.fIL.lOGRA1'llIC

Self-valorization.
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